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Great underwater, they waddle on land, these vulnerable birds 
have a salt-excreting gland! These animals are great at reusing 
waste – quite literally! They use old seabird guano (poo) to build 
their burrows and nests in.

 P 
  HOW TO HELP: Reduce our waste 
     by trying to repair or upcycle old things 
       rather than throwing them away.

  

    

  

  

Off in the distance you may see, these tall African mammals as 
high as a tree!  Did you know the leafy branches (browse) eaten 
by these leggy ladies, and Marwell’s other browsers, are grown right 
here at the zoo?! Zoo staff cut a trailer of fresh browse each day in 
the summer, plus enough to fill barrels for some winter treats too. 

                              e                             
HOW TO HELP: Buy seasonal food produced 
in the UK so it’s travelled less and used less energy 
to get to us.    

At the back of the Hall you’ll see, this tiny South 
American monkey. These wonderful communicators use their 
voices to make 38 different sounds or sound combinations to 
communicate with each other. 
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HOW TO HELP: Use my voice to speak up about important  
environmental issues, like the loss of forest habitat that threatens 
these critically endangered animals in the wild!  

We’re off to the tropical rainforest now, for some hanging about 
- Rica will show us how!  These animals have a reputation for being 
slow. Their whole lifestyle is adapted to save energy to cope with 
their low energy diet. They even only poo once or twice a week!

          o  
HOW TO HELP: Save energy by turning 
off  TV’s and lights,  and encourage Mum & 
Dad to switch to a renewable energy provider. 

Meet Charlie. She loves animals, nature and 
rhymes! She’s been inspired to take action by some 
of her favourite animals at Marwell, so has found out 
all about them and how to help animals in the wild. 
She’s done her research but has dropped her 
notebook in a puddle and some of the writing 
has smeared so she can’t read it. Can you help her 
work out which animal is which?  

Write in the missing name of each animal 
then rearrange the coloured letters to make 
the mystery words. Check out the animal ID signs 
in that area if you get stuck.
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Did you work out who the missing animals were? 
Now rearrange the letters from all the coloured boxes 

to create the mystery words below.

Thanks for helping Charlie – she’s so happy she knows what to 
do to help. Is there anything you would like to do? 
We’d love to know so write it here and send us a 

photo to wildexplorerclub@marwell.org.uk 

I PROMISE TO: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

  

      A long walk to the herbivore with a long nose. 
      Follow the road out almost as far as it goes.

                                   p       r       
               HOW TO HELP: Eat more like these animals by reducing     
              the amount of meat and dairy we eat. Less farm animals  
             means less greenhouse gasses and more habitat left wild.

Down the hill and ‘down under’ 
for our next stop, past the red 
panda to where the marsupials   
 hop. These animals don’t have to 
use any more energy when they 
speed up, thanks to some special 
elastic tendons! These store the 
energy they use as they hop!
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HOW TO HELP: We don’t have 
special tendons, but we can save 
energy when travelling to help 
reduce climate change. 
Walk or cycle short 
journeys and avoid 
travelling by plane.

Past Eco Island and on to the trees. Up in the branches life 
should be a breeze! The song of these forest-dwelling primates 
can be heard up to 2km away but their forest homes are being 
cut down and damaged.

                    a            n     
HOW TO HELP: Be eco-friendly and buy sustainable toys 
and paper. Look for the FSC logo and sustainable palm oil 
to stop their forests being cut down. Volunteer to plant some 
trees and help UK forest animals.

5. Down to the rainforest floor we go, just past the screens but not 
to the monitor, no. Seeing these tiny girls collecting leaves to grow 
their fungus food makes me get excited about growing more of our 
own food too! 
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HOW TO HELP: Grow some veggies, 
herbs or fruit.
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